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the momentous story of how george washington alexander hamilton and john
adams navigated the crises of the 1790s and in the process bound the
states into a unified nation today the united states is the dominant
power in world affairs and that status seems assured yet in the decade
following the ratification of the constitution the republic s existence
was contingent and fragile challenged by domestic rebellions foreign
interference and the always present danger of collapse into mob rule
carol berkin reveals that the nation survived almost entirely due to the
actions of the federalist leadership george washington alexander hamilton
and john adams reacting to successive crises they extended the power of
the federal government and fended off foreign attempts to subvert
american sovereignty as berkin argues the result was a spike in
nationalism as ordinary citizens began to identify with their nation
first their home states second while the revolution freed the states and
the constitution linked them as never before this landmark work shows
that it was the federalists who transformed the states into an enduring
nation this book provides an overview of the study of public management
from some of the most authoritative experts in this area of study in
europe and the united states establishing a dialogue between different
approaches to this discipline reproduction of the original my three years
in america by count bernstorf analyzing the war on poverty theories of
the culture of poverty and the underclass the effects of reaganomics and
the 1996 welfare reform stricker demonstrates that most antipoverty
approaches are futile without the presence or creation of good jobs the
nobel prize winning prime minister s historic speeches from the final
year of wwii are collected in this essential volume during the final
eight months of world war ii prime minister winston churchill gave some
of the most brilliant and consequential speeches of his career here are
churchill s war status reports delivered to the house of commons his
rousing statements to the british people and his global broadcasts
including his announcement of germany s unconditional surrender on may
8th 1945 these speeches detail churchill s public reactions to the
forming of the united nations the death of roosevelt the dropping of the
atomic bomb and lastly the election that defeats him perhaps most notable
is the gestapo speech of 1945 in which churchill made a controversial
comparison between a socialist government and the gestapo an extremely
charged word at that time that many believe cost him his job as prime
minister morris swadesh one of this century s foremost scientific
investigators of language dedicated much of his life to the study of the
origin and evolution of language this volume left nearly completed at his
death and edited posthumously by joel f sherzer is his last major study
of this difficult subject swadesh discusses the simple qualities of human
speech also present in animal language and establishes distinctively
human techniques of expression by comparing the common features that are
found in modern and ancient languages he treats the diversification of
language not only by isolating root words in different languages but also
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by dealing with sound systems with forms of composition and with sentence
structure in so doing he demonstrates the evidence for the expansion of
all language from a single central area swadesh supports his hypothesis
by exhibits that conveniently present the evidence in tabular form
further clarity is provided by the use of a suggestive practical phonetic
system intelligible to the student as well as to the professional the
book also contains an appendix in which the distinguished ethnographer of
language dell hymes gives a valuable account of the prewar linguistic
tradition within which swadesh did some of his most important work this
memoir details the ups and downs of a life in science as well as the
pleasures of life in europe japan and africa alfred prince describes the
importance of his many friends in contributing to his education successes
in research and pleasure in life he also describes the enemies who made
life difficult a major portion of the book concentrates on the nature of
chimpanzees which have played such an important role in dr prince s
research the relationship between these near human animals and man is
extensively explored finally prince speculates on the creation of a chimp
human hybrid manzee in the hope that this offspring could cast further
light on the relationship between these two closely related animals
americans have an unusually strong family ideology we believe that
morally self sufficient nuclear households must serve as the foundation
of a republican society in this brilliant history barry levy traces this
contemporary view of family life all the way back to the quakers levy
argues that the quakers brought a new vision of family and social life to
america one that contrasted sharply with the harsh formal world of the
puritans in new england the quaker emphasis was on affection friendship
and hospitality they stressed the importance of women in the home and of
self disciplined non coercive childrearing this book explains how and why
the quakers had such a profound cultural impact and why more so in
pennsylvania and america than in england and what the quakers experience
with their own radical family system can tell us about american family
ideology who were the northwest british quakers and why did their family
system so impress english french and new england reformers voltaire
crevecouer brissot emerson george bancroft lydia maria child and lousia
may alcott to name just a few to answer this question levy tells the
story of a large group of quaker farmers from their development of a new
family and communal life in england in the 1650s to their emigration and
experience in pennsylvania between 1681 and 1790 the book is thus
simultaneously a trans atlantic community study of the migration and
transplantation of ordinary british peoples in the tradition of sumner
chilton powell s puritan village the story of the formation and
development of a major anglo american faith and an exploration of the
origins of american family ideology doctoral thesis dissertation from the
year 2008 in the subject law comparative legal systems comparative law
grade cum laude university of augsburg prof dr möllers course
rechtsvergleichung kapitalmarktrecht language english abstract to the
point four years ago the german act establishing the federal financial
supervisory authority findag provided for a one stop financial services
agency bafin which was to succeed three formerly independent public
authorities for the supervision of banking insurance and securities
whereas this on stop shop approach has been both acclaimed and criticized
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the us securities and exchange commission from its very beginning
administered the areas of corporate finance market regulation and
investment although the missions of both supervisory authorities
correspond the powers transferred and thus the means of operations differ
sharply limited to the supervisory power for capital markets the thesis
will analyse the agencies historical development governing law operations
and legal means and conduct an estimate of their economic efficiency a
comparison will help to provide suggestions for further legal design and
development of the bafin in the following years veronika fischer geb 1982
promovierte nach dem studium der rechts und wirtschaftswissenschaften
universität augsburg und dem abschluss als mba university of dayton im
internationalen kapitalmarktrecht mit einem us forschungsaufenthalt
university of north carolina sie ist einer internationalen
unternehmensberatung tätig reflecting the best recent scholarship of
early america and the early republic the articles in this collection
study the many dimensions of american political history the authors
explore native american interests and encounters with settlers diplomatic
endeavors environmental issues legal debates and practiced law women s
citizenship and rights servitude and slavery and popular political
activity the geographical perspective is as expansive as the topical with
strong representation of trans atlantic and continental interests of many
nations and peoples the international and interdisciplinary perspectives
illustrate the dynamic transformations of america during this era of
settlement conquest development revolution and nation building presents a
complete reference guide to american political parties and elections
including an a z listing of presidential elections with terms people and
events involved in the process a monthly register of the most important
works published in north and south america in india china and the british
colonies with occasional notes on german dutch danish french italian
spanish portuguese and russian books for the past three decades many
history professors have allowed their biases to distort the way america s
past is taught these intellectuals have searched for instances of racism
sexism and bigotry in our history while downplaying the greatness of
america s patriots and the achievements of dead white men as a result
more emphasis is placed on harriet tubman than on george washington more
about the internment of japanese americans during world war ii than about
d day or iwo jima more on the dangers we faced from joseph mccarthy than
those we faced from josef stalin a patriot s history of the united states
corrects those doctrinaire biases in this groundbreaking book america s
discovery founding and development are reexamined with an appreciation
for the elements of public virtue personal liberty and private property
that make this nation uniquely successful this book offers a long overdue
acknowledgment of america s true and proud history excellent deserves
high praise mr taylor conveys this sprawling continental history with
economy clarity and vividness brendan simms wall street journal the
american revolution is often portrayed as a high minded orderly event
whose capstone the constitution provided the nation its democratic
framework alan taylor a two time pulitzer prize winner gives us a
different creation story in this magisterial history the american
revolution builds like a ground fire overspreading britain s colonies
fueled by local conditions and resistant to control emerging from the
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continental rivalries of european empires and their native allies the
revolution pivoted on western expansion as well as seaboard resistance to
british taxes when war erupted patriot crowds harassed loyalists and
nonpartisans into compliance with their cause the war exploded in set
battles like saratoga and yorktown and spread through continuing frontier
violence the discord smoldering within the fragile new nation called
forth a movement to concentrate power through a federal constitution
assuming the mantle of we the people the advocates of national power
ratified the new frame of government but it was jefferson s expansive
empire of liberty that carried the revolution forward propelling white
settlement and slavery west preparing the ground for a new conflagration
this historical biography provides a scholarly analysis of the personal
diaries of a young freeborn mulatto woman during the civil war years in
notes from a colored girl karsonya wise whitehead examines the life and
experiences of emilie frances davis through a close reading of three
pocket diaries she kept from 1863 to 1865 whitehead explores davis s
worldviews and politics her perceptions of both public and private events
her personal relationships and her place in philadelphia s free black
community in the nineteenth century the book also includes a six chapter
historical reconstruction of davis s life while davis s entries provide
brief daily snapshots of her life whitehead interprets them in ways that
illuminate nineteenth century black american women s experiences
whitehead s contribution of edited text and original narrative fills a
void in scholarly documentation of women who dwelled in spaces between
white elites black entrepreneurs and urban dwellers of every race and
class drawing on scholarly traditions from history literature feminist
studies and sociolinguistics whitehead investigates davis s diary both as
a complete literary artifact and in terms of her specific daily entries
with few primary sources written by black women during this time in
history davis s diary is a rare and extraordinarily valuable historical
artifact features essays statistical data period photographs maps and
documents putting the three branches into historical context is important
for understanding them but equally important is illuminating the testing
ground for their formation and solidification as current rules and
regulations governments are fluid entities and even written documents can
be amended and changed out of careful consideration observation and
sometimes necessity more closely than the rest of the books in this
series this text shines a light on previous documented changes to the
written record underpinning the u s government the u s constitution and
how they came to be made monthly magazine devoted to topics of general
scientific interest a collection of essays which trace women s struggle
for social and political independence in the united states this volume
brings together distinguished scholars to address broad societal claims
about the surge in populist nationalism in the scholarly literature on
collective memory the book sets the stage by examining historical origins
and case studies of populism and nationalism in the united states before
exploring these phenomena in the global context next the book establishes
conceptual frameworks for approaching nationalism and populism in
national narratives through the literature on collective memory political
psychology history and international studies the book concludes with a
discussion on common themes uncovered over the course of the book
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throughout each section the book uses empirical evidence and conceptual
claims to shed light on the rise in global populist nationalism in a
thoughtful comprehensive manner for scholars of a wide range of
backgrounds national memories offers a multidisciplinary modern approach
to an old global societal challenge in a time of great political and
social upheaval the magazine of mobile warfare breaking from traditional
historical interpretations of the period eric nellis takes a long view of
the origins and consequences of the revolution and asserts that the
revolution was not as others have argued generated by a well developed
desire for independence but rather by a series of shifts in british
imperial policies after 1750 nellis argues that the revolution was still
being shaped as late as 1820 and that many racial territorial economic
and constitutional issues were submerged in the growth of the republic
and the enthusiasm of the population in addressing the nature of the
revolution nellis suggests that the american revolution and american
political systems and principles are unique and much less suited for
export than many americans believe this insightful set of essays reveals
the day to day lives of the british colonists who laid the foundation for
what became the united states british colonial america people and
perspectives shifts the spotlight away from the famous political and
religious leaders of the time to focus on colonial residents across the
full spectrum of american society from the early 17th to the late 18th
century in narrative chapters filled with biographical sketches british
colonial america explores the day to day world of the religious groups
entrepreneurs women and children laborers farmers and others who made up
the vast majority of the colonial population coverage also includes those
not afforded citizenship such as african slaves and native americans it
is a revealing examination of life at ground level in colonial america
one that finds the people of that time confronting issues that appear
throughout the american experience the question of language origin has
fascinated people for years the contributions in the present book stem
primarely from the papers presented at the third international meeting of
the language origins society los held at vanderbilt university in
nashville tennessee june 1988 the contributors approach the problem not
only from the viewpoint of linguistics but also from that of anatomy
physiology social sciences physical anthropology paleoanthropology
paleontology comparative zoology general biology ethology evolutionary
biology and psychology
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Making America, Complete, Brief, 2nd Ed +
Discovering America's Past, Volume 1&2, 5th Ed
2005-03-01

the momentous story of how george washington alexander hamilton and john
adams navigated the crises of the 1790s and in the process bound the
states into a unified nation today the united states is the dominant
power in world affairs and that status seems assured yet in the decade
following the ratification of the constitution the republic s existence
was contingent and fragile challenged by domestic rebellions foreign
interference and the always present danger of collapse into mob rule
carol berkin reveals that the nation survived almost entirely due to the
actions of the federalist leadership george washington alexander hamilton
and john adams reacting to successive crises they extended the power of
the federal government and fended off foreign attempts to subvert
american sovereignty as berkin argues the result was a spike in
nationalism as ordinary citizens began to identify with their nation
first their home states second while the revolution freed the states and
the constitution linked them as never before this landmark work shows
that it was the federalists who transformed the states into an enduring
nation

Making America, Complete, Brief, 2nd Ed + the
Way We Lived, Volume 1&2, 5th Ed 2005-03-01

this book provides an overview of the study of public management from
some of the most authoritative experts in this area of study in europe
and the united states establishing a dialogue between different
approaches to this discipline

Soldiers 2000

reproduction of the original my three years in america by count bernstorf

A Sovereign People 2017-05-02

analyzing the war on poverty theories of the culture of poverty and the
underclass the effects of reaganomics and the 1996 welfare reform
stricker demonstrates that most antipoverty approaches are futile without
the presence or creation of good jobs

The Study of Public Management in Europe and the
US 2007-12-05

the nobel prize winning prime minister s historic speeches from the final
year of wwii are collected in this essential volume during the final
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eight months of world war ii prime minister winston churchill gave some
of the most brilliant and consequential speeches of his career here are
churchill s war status reports delivered to the house of commons his
rousing statements to the british people and his global broadcasts
including his announcement of germany s unconditional surrender on may
8th 1945 these speeches detail churchill s public reactions to the
forming of the united nations the death of roosevelt the dropping of the
atomic bomb and lastly the election that defeats him perhaps most notable
is the gestapo speech of 1945 in which churchill made a controversial
comparison between a socialist government and the gestapo an extremely
charged word at that time that many believe cost him his job as prime
minister

My Three Years in America 2021-12-02

morris swadesh one of this century s foremost scientific investigators of
language dedicated much of his life to the study of the origin and
evolution of language this volume left nearly completed at his death and
edited posthumously by joel f sherzer is his last major study of this
difficult subject swadesh discusses the simple qualities of human speech
also present in animal language and establishes distinctively human
techniques of expression by comparing the common features that are found
in modern and ancient languages he treats the diversification of language
not only by isolating root words in different languages but also by
dealing with sound systems with forms of composition and with sentence
structure in so doing he demonstrates the evidence for the expansion of
all language from a single central area swadesh supports his hypothesis
by exhibits that conveniently present the evidence in tabular form
further clarity is provided by the use of a suggestive practical phonetic
system intelligible to the student as well as to the professional the
book also contains an appendix in which the distinguished ethnographer of
language dell hymes gives a valuable account of the prewar linguistic
tradition within which swadesh did some of his most important work

My Three Years in America 2020-07-30

this memoir details the ups and downs of a life in science as well as the
pleasures of life in europe japan and africa alfred prince describes the
importance of his many friends in contributing to his education successes
in research and pleasure in life he also describes the enemies who made
life difficult a major portion of the book concentrates on the nature of
chimpanzees which have played such an important role in dr prince s
research the relationship between these near human animals and man is
extensively explored finally prince speculates on the creation of a chimp
human hybrid manzee in the hope that this offspring could cast further
light on the relationship between these two closely related animals
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Why America Lost the War on Poverty-- and how to
Win it 2007

americans have an unusually strong family ideology we believe that
morally self sufficient nuclear households must serve as the foundation
of a republican society in this brilliant history barry levy traces this
contemporary view of family life all the way back to the quakers levy
argues that the quakers brought a new vision of family and social life to
america one that contrasted sharply with the harsh formal world of the
puritans in new england the quaker emphasis was on affection friendship
and hospitality they stressed the importance of women in the home and of
self disciplined non coercive childrearing this book explains how and why
the quakers had such a profound cultural impact and why more so in
pennsylvania and america than in england and what the quakers experience
with their own radical family system can tell us about american family
ideology who were the northwest british quakers and why did their family
system so impress english french and new england reformers voltaire
crevecouer brissot emerson george bancroft lydia maria child and lousia
may alcott to name just a few to answer this question levy tells the
story of a large group of quaker farmers from their development of a new
family and communal life in england in the 1650s to their emigration and
experience in pennsylvania between 1681 and 1790 the book is thus
simultaneously a trans atlantic community study of the migration and
transplantation of ordinary british peoples in the tradition of sumner
chilton powell s puritan village the story of the formation and
development of a major anglo american faith and an exploration of the
origins of american family ideology

Reports from the Commissioners 1808

doctoral thesis dissertation from the year 2008 in the subject law
comparative legal systems comparative law grade cum laude university of
augsburg prof dr möllers course rechtsvergleichung kapitalmarktrecht
language english abstract to the point four years ago the german act
establishing the federal financial supervisory authority findag provided
for a one stop financial services agency bafin which was to succeed three
formerly independent public authorities for the supervision of banking
insurance and securities whereas this on stop shop approach has been both
acclaimed and criticized the us securities and exchange commission from
its very beginning administered the areas of corporate finance market
regulation and investment although the missions of both supervisory
authorities correspond the powers transferred and thus the means of
operations differ sharply limited to the supervisory power for capital
markets the thesis will analyse the agencies historical development
governing law operations and legal means and conduct an estimate of their
economic efficiency a comparison will help to provide suggestions for
further legal design and development of the bafin in the following years
veronika fischer geb 1982 promovierte nach dem studium der rechts und
wirtschaftswissenschaften universität augsburg und dem abschluss als mba
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university of dayton im internationalen kapitalmarktrecht mit einem us
forschungsaufenthalt university of north carolina sie ist einer
internationalen unternehmensberatung tätig

Victory 2013-04-01

reflecting the best recent scholarship of early america and the early
republic the articles in this collection study the many dimensions of
american political history the authors explore native american interests
and encounters with settlers diplomatic endeavors environmental issues
legal debates and practiced law women s citizenship and rights servitude
and slavery and popular political activity the geographical perspective
is as expansive as the topical with strong representation of trans
atlantic and continental interests of many nations and peoples the
international and interdisciplinary perspectives illustrate the dynamic
transformations of america during this era of settlement conquest
development revolution and nation building

Proceedings of the Grand Lodge of Free and
Accepted Masons of the State of New York 1850

presents a complete reference guide to american political parties and
elections including an a z listing of presidential elections with terms
people and events involved in the process

The Origin and Diversification of Language
2017-09-04

a monthly register of the most important works published in north and
south america in india china and the british colonies with occasional
notes on german dutch danish french italian spanish portuguese and
russian books

The Poetry of Life 2010-03-17

for the past three decades many history professors have allowed their
biases to distort the way america s past is taught these intellectuals
have searched for instances of racism sexism and bigotry in our history
while downplaying the greatness of america s patriots and the
achievements of dead white men as a result more emphasis is placed on
harriet tubman than on george washington more about the internment of
japanese americans during world war ii than about d day or iwo jima more
on the dangers we faced from joseph mccarthy than those we faced from
josef stalin a patriot s history of the united states corrects those
doctrinaire biases in this groundbreaking book america s discovery
founding and development are reexamined with an appreciation for the
elements of public virtue personal liberty and private property that make
this nation uniquely successful this book offers a long overdue
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acknowledgment of america s true and proud history

Quakers and the American Family : British
Settlement in the Delaware Valley 1988-06-30

excellent deserves high praise mr taylor conveys this sprawling
continental history with economy clarity and vividness brendan simms wall
street journal the american revolution is often portrayed as a high
minded orderly event whose capstone the constitution provided the nation
its democratic framework alan taylor a two time pulitzer prize winner
gives us a different creation story in this magisterial history the
american revolution builds like a ground fire overspreading britain s
colonies fueled by local conditions and resistant to control emerging
from the continental rivalries of european empires and their native
allies the revolution pivoted on western expansion as well as seaboard
resistance to british taxes when war erupted patriot crowds harassed
loyalists and nonpartisans into compliance with their cause the war
exploded in set battles like saratoga and yorktown and spread through
continuing frontier violence the discord smoldering within the fragile
new nation called forth a movement to concentrate power through a federal
constitution assuming the mantle of we the people the advocates of
national power ratified the new frame of government but it was jefferson
s expansive empire of liberty that carried the revolution forward
propelling white settlement and slavery west preparing the ground for a
new conflagration

History of the Second World War 1969

this historical biography provides a scholarly analysis of the personal
diaries of a young freeborn mulatto woman during the civil war years in
notes from a colored girl karsonya wise whitehead examines the life and
experiences of emilie frances davis through a close reading of three
pocket diaries she kept from 1863 to 1865 whitehead explores davis s
worldviews and politics her perceptions of both public and private events
her personal relationships and her place in philadelphia s free black
community in the nineteenth century the book also includes a six chapter
historical reconstruction of davis s life while davis s entries provide
brief daily snapshots of her life whitehead interprets them in ways that
illuminate nineteenth century black american women s experiences
whitehead s contribution of edited text and original narrative fills a
void in scholarly documentation of women who dwelled in spaces between
white elites black entrepreneurs and urban dwellers of every race and
class drawing on scholarly traditions from history literature feminist
studies and sociolinguistics whitehead investigates davis s diary both as
a complete literary artifact and in terms of her specific daily entries
with few primary sources written by black women during this time in
history davis s diary is a rare and extraordinarily valuable historical
artifact
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The SEC and BaFin - US and German Capital Market
Supervision in Comparision 2009-07-08

features essays statistical data period photographs maps and documents

Colonial America and the Early Republic
2017-05-15

putting the three branches into historical context is important for
understanding them but equally important is illuminating the testing
ground for their formation and solidification as current rules and
regulations governments are fluid entities and even written documents can
be amended and changed out of careful consideration observation and
sometimes necessity more closely than the rest of the books in this
series this text shines a light on previous documented changes to the
written record underpinning the u s government the u s constitution and
how they came to be made

Encyclopedia of American Political Parties and
Elections 2014-05-14

monthly magazine devoted to topics of general scientific interest

Trubner's American and Oriental Literary Record
1880

a collection of essays which trace women s struggle for social and
political independence in the united states

Trübner's American and Oriental Literary Record
1880

this volume brings together distinguished scholars to address broad
societal claims about the surge in populist nationalism in the scholarly
literature on collective memory the book sets the stage by examining
historical origins and case studies of populism and nationalism in the
united states before exploring these phenomena in the global context next
the book establishes conceptual frameworks for approaching nationalism
and populism in national narratives through the literature on collective
memory political psychology history and international studies the book
concludes with a discussion on common themes uncovered over the course of
the book throughout each section the book uses empirical evidence and
conceptual claims to shed light on the rise in global populist
nationalism in a thoughtful comprehensive manner for scholars of a wide
range of backgrounds national memories offers a multidisciplinary modern
approach to an old global societal challenge in a time of great political
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and social upheaval

Trübner's American, European and Oriental
literary record 1882

the magazine of mobile warfare

A Patriot's History of the United States
2014-11-25

breaking from traditional historical interpretations of the period eric
nellis takes a long view of the origins and consequences of the
revolution and asserts that the revolution was not as others have argued
generated by a well developed desire for independence but rather by a
series of shifts in british imperial policies after 1750 nellis argues
that the revolution was still being shaped as late as 1820 and that many
racial territorial economic and constitutional issues were submerged in
the growth of the republic and the enthusiasm of the population in
addressing the nature of the revolution nellis suggests that the american
revolution and american political systems and principles are unique and
much less suited for export than many americans believe

American Revolutions: A Continental History,
1750-1804 2016-09-06

this insightful set of essays reveals the day to day lives of the british
colonists who laid the foundation for what became the united states
british colonial america people and perspectives shifts the spotlight
away from the famous political and religious leaders of the time to focus
on colonial residents across the full spectrum of american society from
the early 17th to the late 18th century in narrative chapters filled with
biographical sketches british colonial america explores the day to day
world of the religious groups entrepreneurs women and children laborers
farmers and others who made up the vast majority of the colonial
population coverage also includes those not afforded citizenship such as
african slaves and native americans it is a revealing examination of life
at ground level in colonial america one that finds the people of that
time confronting issues that appear throughout the american experience

Berlin and Its Environs 1912

the question of language origin has fascinated people for years the
contributions in the present book stem primarely from the papers
presented at the third international meeting of the language origins
society los held at vanderbilt university in nashville tennessee june
1988 the contributors approach the problem not only from the viewpoint of
linguistics but also from that of anatomy physiology social sciences
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physical anthropology paleoanthropology paleontology comparative zoology
general biology ethology evolutionary biology and psychology

Notes from a Colored Girl 2014-05-14

Civil War America, 1850 To 1875 2014-05-14

The U.S. Constitution and the Separation of
Powers 2018-07-15

Scientific American 1868

No Small Courage 2000

National Memories 2022

Le Livre Rouge; Or, A New and Extraordinary Red-
book; Containing a List of Pensions in England,
Scotland and Ireland; Together with a View of
the Receipts and Expenditure of the Public
Money, Etc 1810

Le Livre Rouge 1810

Armor 1975

Le livre rouge; or, A new and extraordinary red-
book containing a list of the pensions in
England, Scotland and Ireland 1810
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Senate documents 1897

The Long Road to Change 2019-02-06

Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons 1837

British Colonial America 2008-05-28

Studies in Language Origins 1991

Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the
United States 1897
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